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LOHAS Chinese Learning in Summer Vacation 

──Dong Hwa University ” Amis Harvest Festival· Jump over Luye” Summer Camp 

Organizer: National Dong Hwa University Chinese Language Center, Yilan Tourism and Gourmet Association 

 

Principal investigator: Zhu Jiawen 

 

Item Date/ Time Activities and venue Trial Class Real Scene Picture 

1 
8/6(Sunday) 

10:00 

Departure from Dong 

Hwa University 

  

2 

10:30-12:00 

Arrive at 

Ciwidiyan 

Bottom class 

Ciwidiyan tribe: Get 

to know plants 

Shuilian Rd, 

Shoufong Township, 

Hualien County 

Station23.5k, PR 

1. Lives of Amis hunters: 

In Amis language,” Ciwidiyan” means 

here are many leeches. In fact, Here’s 

not a barren land but a little peaceful 

basin. Surrounded by mountains and 

sea, from cattle-herding plain to deep 

valley, from stream to beach, they all 

show the beauty of Ciwidiyan. The 

serenity includes infinite vitality. 

 

2. Aboriginal gourmet of hunters’ 

courier station: 
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Enjoy the most original flavors of 

Ciwidiyan food like Lumain noodles, 

beef noodles or come into hunters’ 

courier station to taste the lover rice 

dumpling( A li fong fong) and the 

hunters soup. By enjoying the meal, 

one can not only be full but also 

heart-warming by the local style of the 

tribe.  

3 

12:00-13:30 

Aboriginal 

features flavor 

meal 

Gold glutinous rice 

chicken: Blown by 

sea wind, drinking 

spring water. Chicken 

were fed by glutinous 

grass, one meal each 

day, living wild in 

nature, sleeping on 

branches. 

Tour of Investigation in Arikakay, 

giant myth: 

Stroll on no.18 bridge, with the 

murmuring of running water, watching 

the steep valley, listening to the 

“Forest of Braves” legend by the creek 

of Fanshuliao. Enjoy the landscape of 

little Taroko Gorge. 

 

4. Get to know the Chieftain Stone and 

the Beauty Mountain: 

Before, Chieftain would stand on the 

stone to report things to people, as a 
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result, the Chieftain Stone became one 

of the symbols of the tribe. The Beauty 

Mountain seems like a beauty lie on 

her back, protecting Ciwidiyan tribe, 

her soft ridgeline just like a mother 

tenderly look after Ciwidiyan. 

 

4 

13:30-14:10(drive 

about 40 minutes) 

14:30-16:30 

Mizhan Tribal 

Harvest Festival 

Participate in Mizhan 

tribe Amis Harvest 

Festival 

Mizhan village, 

Shoufong Township, 

Hualien County 

 

1. History and Human culture 

Mizhan old road was route of where 

the east coast aboriginals traded with 

Han Chinese people in those years. 

Ciwidiyan villagers depended on 

Mizhan old road to cross the Seashore 

Mountain Range, hiring porters to 

bring rice to Mizhan village and cross 

the river to sell them into Shoufong 

Township. Consequently has the name 

of Mizhan. With many histories 

contained, the reconstruct old road 

shows the style of the old time. Along 
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the road way there’re wooden 

observatories, mouthpieces and other 

traditional devices be provided, hoping 

to make the walkers feeling the 

historical time of the porters. 

 

2. Nature Ecology 

The old road full of wild bird ecology, 

which is a good place for 

bird-watching, especially when it 

comes to summer. Anticipating to have 

a beautiful encounter Japanese 

White-eys, Phylloscopus borealis, 

Formosan Bubul , Rufous-capped 

babbler and other fairy birds. 

 

3. Geographical Environment  

Mizhan old road is a 

mountain-climbing trail in the north of 

Seashore Mountain Range, its stratum 
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belongs to Duranshian, which is the 

bottom of Seashore Mountain Range. 

The rocks are volcanic breccias, mixed 

with some shale of Daganko stratum. 

 

4. Old Road Hiking 

Coming to the old road without 

personally excursion would be a pity. 

One must strolling around on the 

pathway of Natural Building Network, 

experiencing the transport routes of the 

predecessors. 

In addition, overlooking from the East 

Rift Valley would see the significant 

landscape. One could see another side 

of Seashore Mountain Range if 

reaching the summit. You would not 

want to miss the two totally different 

charm of the old road. By walking-step 

to reach the summit, it only need 2 

hours to go and forth, suitable for 
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people who love to exercise but not 

having much time. 

5 

16:30-17:00(drive 

about 25 minutes) 

17:30-19:00 

Arrive at Yanliao 

Beach 

Dinner: Yanliao 

seafood 

No.132, Yanliao 

village, Shoufong 

Township, Hualien 

County 

Yanliao sea area belongs to Resource 

Protection Department, the kinds of 

living creatures are various, also, it 

was an important fishing ground for 

Gongliao generations to lived on. The 

3-km road From Yanliao to Fulong 

Beach is the most beautiful scene in 

the northeast coast. Yanliao Beach 

Park is the largest tour region in 

northeast. It used to be a monument of 

log in constructed by Japanese. Now is 

redecorated to be the anti-Japanese 

monument. In addition, there’s a 4-km 

long bikeway. Visitors may enjoy the 

ride as well as blow by the sea wind. 
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6 

19:00-19:30(drive 

about 25 minutes) 

Arrive at guest 

house of Dong 

Hwa University 

Dong Hwa University 

is at Shoufong 

Township in Hualien 

County. Recently 

merged with Hualian 

Education University. 

Don Hwa is a 

University with the 

European style of 

architecture and a 

large-scale campus. 

One could perceive a 

feeling of being in 

little Europe as 

stepped into Don 

Hwa. 

 

Man-made Don Lake 

and secret Hwa Lake 

made the buildings 

reflect on the lake 

surface. Central 

Mountain Range was 

Special Topic Seminar of Dr. Liu 

Xinbai: 

Sex equality of birds 

 

(Dr. Liu Xinbai, Doctor of 

Communication Education in 

Columbia University, professor of 

Journalism Department in Shih Hsin 

University, Chairman of Taiwan Wild 

Bird Academic Association) 
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seen in distant place. 

There is the natural 

beauty of lake and 

mountain. 

 

No. 1, Sec. 2, Da 

Hsueh Rd. Shoufeng, 

Hualien 

7 

21:00-22:00 

Special Topic 

Seminar 

 

 

8 
8/7 (Monday) 

06:30-7:30 

Lakeside of Dong 

Hwa University (Don 

Lake, Hwa Lake) 

Bird-watching 

activities 

Dong Hwa University 

 

9 

07:30-09:30 

Arrive at Aichitsu 

Enjoy delicious 

breakfast in Dong 

Hwa guest house 
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10 

10:00 Assemble 

and 

Departure(drive 

about 5 minutes) 

10:00-11:30 

Lemon vinegar 

DIY 

DIY experience 

brewing lemon 

vinegar with natural 

spring 

No.36, Zhonghua Rd, 

Shoufong village, 

Shoufong Township, 

Hualien County 

Experience natural spring of the 

Central Mountain Range and natural 

vegetables and fruits of East Rift 

Valley. 

 

11 

11:30-11:45(drive 

about 15 minutes) 

12:00-13:30 

Lunch in Tree 

House Restaurant 

No.2, Huantan S. Rd., 

Shoufong Township, 

Hualien County 

Once they are middle-aged moms in 

the  Multiple Human Force of Labor 

Committee. They all have the dream of 

venturing business and work hard in 

the land. They carefully chose the 

seasonal food material, showing the 

essence of aboriginal flavor cuisine.  

12 

13:30-14:00(drive 

about 30 minutes) 

14:00-15:00 

Arrive at Liyutan 

No.52, Sec. 1, 

Chihnan Rd., 

Shoufong Township, 

Hualien County 

Opposite 

side(Lianhua Pier) 

Experience Lianhua solar power 

electric water cycle. Work out. 

 

13 Moving to (drive about 3.5 Guanshan Town used to called  
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Guanshan in 

Taitung 

hours) “Lilong”, it was originally named of 

Amis. In early Qing dynasty, the 

Pingpu tribes (mostly Siraya) had 

already opened ground in Guanshan 

After, Amis followed up. Han Chinese 

people came to open ground in the 

later period of Qing dynasty. Taiwan in 

Japanese ruled period pioneered 

Hakkas regions in Fongling, others 

were lived in Guanshan and the East 

regions.  

In 1920s, Lilong Town Hall was set 

up. Later there had Guanshan Guard 

Road. Because it’s under the big 

Guanshan, its changed name into 

Guanshan. 

In 1946, the Nationalist government 

set up Guanshan town, after be 

changed into Lilong town, and in 

1954s it’s again be Guanshan town. 
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14 

19:00-21:00 

Dinner in 

Hongwa Flavor 

Restaurant 

Dekoagli., Guanshan 

Township, Taitung 

County  

Tasting the traditional flavor of 

aboriginals. Obtained fresh material 

from local sources. 

 

1.Abai: Taiwanese traditional 

aboriginals flavor food could be found 

in every clan. When it comes to 

harvest time, the aboriginals will make 

millet into Abai to worship the 

ancestors. The ways of making were 

different in tribes. Amis primarily use 

millet, occasionally use glutinous rice 

or taros. First, drenching the rice 

overnight and wrapping it with BIchu 

leaves. After, boiling them abut one 

hour and can be served.  

When eating Abai, eat with the fake 

Suanjiang leaves. The insiders are 

mostly pork. They were soft but not 

sticky.  

2. Yulai mushroom: Fungus and alga 

can be human-made. They will grow 

after absorbing water of rain. 
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Consequently has the romantic name 

“Lovers’ tear”. It taste watery and 

galotinous. The cookers fried them 

with chilies and vinegar so it taste sour 

and spicy. 

 

In addition, there have Jinsha 

pumpkins, salt-roasted breams and 

Zhiran pork. 

15 

21:00-21:30 

(drive about 30 

minutes) 

Stay over in 

Taitung Winnie 

boarding house 

 Accommodation 

for 10 people 

 

Clean and high 

quality 

Legitimated boarding 

house 

Approved by 

customers 

 

Winnie’s Yoai Natural Outside Leisure 

Appliances   

No.590, Longtien village, Goangrong 

Rd., Luye Township, Taitung County 

TEL:0932-345997 
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21:00-21:30 

(drive about 30 

minutes) 

Stay over in 

Taitung Loudingji 

boarding house 

 Accommodation 

for 10 people 

 

Nature and non-toxic 

Tea plantation farm 

Loudingji Tea Fram Boarding House 

No.10, 251 lane, Longtien village, 

Longma Rd., Luye Township, Taitung 

County 

TEL:0911-731833 

 

16 

8/8 (Tuseday) 

07:00-09:00 

1. Enjoy breakfast 

2. Tea tasting 

1. Hand-making local 

food 

2. Picking tea 

experience  

 

Loudingji Tea Fram  

No.10, 251 lane, 

Longtien village, 

Longma Rd., Luye 

Township, Taitung 

County 

TEL:0911-731833 

Luye Township was located in the 

alluvial fan 

in Taitung Rift Valley. Alluvial fan of 

Louliao river was the local base camp 

of agriculture development. In Qing 

dynasty, the governor complimented it 

as the greatest plain in Taitung. 

In Luye region, there are plentiful 

source of water, and the weather and 

soil were both good. The local “Fulou 

Tea” was famous. It was the black 

tea’s production base since Japanese 

occupied period. “Luye black-Oolong 
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tea” was the most well-known tea in 

recent years. The tea has fruit flavor, 

good in taste and was a new 

production hand-made by the tea 

farmer. It was good drinking in cold 

and hot. 

Besides, the town government paid 

much effort in promoting paragliding 

activities in Luye Gaotai, bring the 

craze in tourism. 

Now, there’re leisure tour tea farms 

everywhere, “red sugar cane” earned 

well-compliment around Taiwan. 

People can have fun in the country 

field. Experiencing the savor and 

atmosphere of Luye. 



15 
 

17 

09:15-10:30 

1. bicycling tour 

2. touring of 

human cultural 

scene in  

Longtien village 

Bicycle renting 

Professional touring 

commentator. 

Artificial art work. 

Meal service  

 

Ado’s store 

No. 232, Goangrong 

Rd, Longtien village, 

Luye Township, 

Taitung County  

Chasing wind was the most funny part 

in Longtien village. Besides, Longtien 

village was a tribe where’re full of 

history and human cultures. In the 

early year was the hunt ground 

of Puyuma Tribe and was called 

“Louliao”.  

 

Longtien village was the famous 

immigrant village in the period of 

Japanese occupied. From1915s, the 

immigrant from Japan collectively be 

gathered here to plant the sugar canes. 

The Japanese style environment was 

filled with peace atmosphere just like 

in Japan. The village has beautiful 

chessboard-like farms and tea ground. 

One could lie on the floor and feel the 

wind blowing across trees and listen to 

the insects and birds sound. The 

gradient of village become almost flat, 

one could riding bicycle anytime, 

having a country field touring and 
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experiencing the time combined by 

live and nature. 

 

Longtien village not only retained the 

Japanese immigrant architectures but 

also has a school which was set up in 

the period of Japanese occupied. It was 

located in the plain between Seashore 

Mountain Range and Center Mountain 

Range. Surrounded by mountains and 

water, having some precious old trees 

and Japanese old housings and was 

complimented as a the most beautiful 

primary school in Taitung. 

 

The charming countryside of Longtien 

village just like a scenic picture. In 

occasional chance, re-showing the 

butterflies- ecology scenes in the early 

ages. Now, visiting Longtien village 

still could see the blooming flowers 

along the roads and in the courtyards. 

Heng-Chun birdwing butterflies 
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gathering and flying around was the 

most touching landscape in the 

countryside. 

18 

10:30-12:20 

1. Teach and learn 

of playing and 

appreciating 

seeds. 

2. Tasting fresh 

flower tea 

3. Introduce of 

garden plants  

Natural materials 

re-utilize 

Playing hand-made 

crafts 

Nature experience 

 

Cuidie Garden 

No. 202, Goangrong 

Rd, Longtien village, 

Luye Township, 

Taitung County 

TEL:089-551138 

In the age insufficient for substances, 

the elder good at live in way of 

obtaining local source materials. 

Producing products in need which 

were eco-friendly and practical. But, 

the rising commodities replaced the 

old cultures. For example, the 

production of betel palm leaf sheath. 

Longtien villagers led the others 

creating the industry of developing 

betel palm leaf sheath. Using betel 

palm leaf sheath as the theme of 

butterflies and pineapples. The 

hade-made artificial crafts have the 

values of eco-friendly and knowledge. 

Promoting the importance of 

recycling, energy-saving and 

nature-returning. 
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19 

12:30-14:00 

TienMama Flavor 

Restaurant 

Local food meal 

 

Tien Mama Flavor 

Restaurant 

No. 588, Yongan Rd, 

Yongan village, Luye 

Township, Taitung 

County 

TEL:089-551818 

Mixed with the originally material 

Magao(spicebush) and Chicong(dana) 

which were come from “Datung 

township in Ilan county” and mostly 

used by Taiya aboriginals. The meal 

has special flavor and tastes really 

good.  

20 

14:00-15:00 

Aviation Theorem 

of Balloon 

Utilize the vacant lot 

in campus to be 

aviation school. Make 

a balloon base 

through experiencing, 

educating and 

training. 

 

Sky Rainbow- Flying 

School 

No. 399, Sec. 3, 

Zhonghua Rd., Luye 

Township, Taitung 

Balloon was invented by Chinese, 

originally used to send military 

signals. A famous scholar Joseph Lee 

said that In 1241s, Mongol used to use 

Dratini sky lanterns as the signals in 

the Liegnitz battle.  

The first hot air balloon was invented 

by Joseph-Michel Montgolfier, the 

French paper production company. 

They used paper bags to collect hot air 

and made it fly up. Later, in the 

Château de Versailles in Paris, 

Joseph-Michel Montgolfier showed 
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County 

TEL:089-552235 

the lift-off of balloons in front of the 

king, queen, ministers and 130 

thousands Paris civilians. In 

September of the same year, it was the 

first time manned aviation. This 

aviation was 120-year early than the 

aviation of the Wright brothers. 

After World War II, high technique 

made the materials of balls’ skin and 

fuels easy to get. Balloons became a 

public activity which is not limited to 

location and easy-operate. In 

1978s,”Double Eagles No. 3” 

successfully flied across the Atlantic 

Ocean. In 1982s, the founder of 

American famous 

publication ”Forbes”, Mr. Forbes, 

operated the balloon and drove motor 

to China, from Yanan to Beijing, 

completed the dream of driving 

balloon across the whole world. 

Today, as balloon become a popular 

kind of sports, it created its highest 
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record of 34668m. 

21 

15:00-16:00 

Experience of 

hand-making 

Artemisia crafts 

1. Introduction of 

Artemisia’s functions 

2. The origin of 

hand-made 

3. Teach and learn of 

Artemisia DIY 

 

Sky Rainbow- Flying 

School 

No. 399, Sec. 3, 

Zhonghua Rd., Luye 

Township, Taitung 

County 

Moxa sticks: 

Moxibustion is one of the oldest 

Chinese medications. It belongs to 

external therapies of Chinese medicine 

and originated from the old ages. 

“Warm Moxibustion Regimen” was a 

therapy of moxa sticks. It could help 

recovering human’s energy, promoting 

the flow of qi and blood and 

replenishing blood. Accompanied by 

message, body systems and spirits can 

reach at harmony. 

Warm moxibustion regimen has two 
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TEL:089-552235 primary functions in beauty aspect. In 

face skin aspect: could accelerate the 

circulation of blood, improve 

metabolism system, slow down aging 

and make face skin rosy white. 

22 

16:30 

Go back sweet 

home 

 

Luye Train Station  

 

23 Souvenir  

1. Provide everyone 

the most colorful and 

funniest information 

and health. Sell pure 

and clean gourmets 

and local products. 

2. Award the mark of 

“Taitung good 

product”, giving you 

the Natural, Healthy, 

Sheng Fa Store  
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Safe, and Local good 

products. 
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LOHAS Chinese Learning in Summer Vacation 

──Dong Hwa University “ Amis Harvest Festival· Jump over Luye” Summer Camp 

 

◆Expenses and Fees: 3,000/ person, including 1.Taitung special boarding house 2.Gold glutinous rice chicken, dinner in 

Yanliao Seafood, lunch in Liyutan Tree House, Guanshian Hongwa flavor meal, Luye Tienmama flavor meal 3.Tourisim of 

Ciwidiyan tribe, Mizhan tribe Amis Harvest Festival, Tourism of bird-watching in Dong Hwa University, natural spring 

lemon vinegar DIY of, Luye tea Picking experiencing, Longtein village bicycle shop in Luye, Teach and learn of seeds in 

Luye, Sky Rainbow- Flying School, Teach and learn of Artemisia DIY. 

◆Registration and Payment:  

◆Deadline of Registration and Payment: 2017/ 7/ 10 (Monday) 

 

◆Contact: Hsu Zi-Yi, (03)863-5238 

◆Friendly Reminder:  

1. Buy the train tickets of departure and return in advance. 

2. Because the experience activities, restaurants and accommodations need pre-booking, paid-payment would be the 

completion of your registration. If you have paid the fee but could not attend, substitute would be acceptable. Charges are 

non-refundable. Thanks for your consideration for any inconvenience caused.  


